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INSPIRED
BY THE DESERT
Zenith unveils its first limited
edition of the Defy Extreme,
accompanied by an exclusive
series of photographs by
Kourosh Keynejad
October 20, 2021, Paris: Zenith celebrates the launch of the first
special edition of its most rugged chronograph to date, the Defy
Extreme Desert, with acclaimed nature photographer Kourosh
Keynejad. Expressing the raw beauty of the desert environment
through his eyes and lens, Zenith and Kourosh are embarking
together to showcase original and previously unpublished works
by the photographer, inspired by the elemental watch. The
photographs will be unveiled during a traveling exhibition tour,
beginning with FIAC in Paris before making its way to Dubai and
Tokyo before the end of the year.
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For this first special edition of
the rugged Defy Extreme, Zenith
has stepped out onto uncharted
territories, resulting in a piece that’s
as much precision watchmaking
as it is a wearable piece of art.
Inspired by the wild and barren deser t landscapes,
the Defy Extreme Deser t represents a more ar tistic
reimagining of the monolithic 1/100th of a second
chronograph, and the first in a developing series
of Defy Extreme models inspired by extreme
environments. Craf ted in a titanium case, the Defy
Extreme Deser t evokes the endless sandy horizon
in a singular and unprecedented manner. The
component that protects the pushers as well as
the dodecagonal bezel are craf ted from falcon’s
eye, a blue-grey opaque macrocrystalline quar tz
gemstone that’s named af ter the bird-of-prey that
has accompanied deser t nomads for centuries,
soaring high above the horizon and symbolizing
determination and endurance. When polished, the
stone can appear fluid with its chatoyancy, evoking
a mirage of an oasis in the scorching deser t heat.
The hand-working of such an exotic gemstone into
an integral par t of the complex case’s structure is
something that has never been at tempted before
in any watch. And as each stone is dif ferent and
exhibits slightly dif ferent colours and fibrous
structures, each of the 50 Defy Extreme Deser t
watches is essentially a unique piece.

The open dial of the Defy Extreme Deser t reveals the inner
workings of the El Primero 21 movement beneath, topped by
a tinted sapphire crystal for the counters and power reserve
indicator in a warm beige-brown hue, complemented by
beige luminescent markers and hands as well as applied
chronograph counters in a matching tone. Completing the
look of this conceptual piece are the supplied durable black
Velcro strap and beige rubber strap, which can be easily
swapped with the titanium bracelet using the quick strapchange mechanism on the back of the case.

“The Defy Extreme Desert certainly
captures the majestic grandness and
inspiring beauty of the dry plateaus
and mountains of sand.” Exclaimed
Kourosh Keynejad about the Defy
Extreme Desert edition.
Af ter years of traveling solo across the globe to the most
extreme and remote destinations and capturing them in
stunning images, the British-born photographer based in
California has made a name for himself with his breath-taking
images, bringing out the unseen beauty of wilderness. This
marks the ar tist’s first project with a brand. Sharing Zenith’s
green values of environmental conservation, sustainability
and diversity, the connection was natural and immediate. Just
as Zenith blends tradition and innovation to craf t the future
of watchmaking, Kourosh plays with light and colour to create
imagery that transpor ts the viewer and deeply resonates the
themes and messages that drive his work.

“The only true constant in my field is
the sun. We use it to control the days,
and watch it paint our world with light.
The elements and weather are always
unpredictable, but the sun never fails
to rise. It rises on time. It sets on time.
It’s never late. When Zenith approached
me with the idea for a collaboration,
I couldn’t have thought of a bet ter
fit. Precision of time and light are key
to a great photograph. With optimal
planning and the flawless engineering
of Zenith watches, I never miss my
moment.” Shared Kourosh Keynejad
about working with Zenith.
“I’ve been following Kourosh’s work
for some time now and I have to say,
I’m always blown away by the way he’s
able to transpor t us to these faraway,
untouched locations and showing us
a side of nature that we never really
knew – or simply overlooked. The great
thing about Kourosh is that by reaching
his star, he is also spreading awareness
about the environmental issues and
challenges that we all must face

together.” Shared Zenith CEO,
Julien Tornare. Accompanying the
launch of the Defy Extreme Deser t
edition, Kourosh has captured an
exclusive set of images for Zenith
inspired by the evocative chronograph,
marking the first time the ar tist takes
on a photography project for a brand.
Comprising of nine images in three
triptychs with the themes of “Wind
Carved Canyons”, “Deser ted Dunes”
and “Starry Nights”, the photographs
were taken across all four deser ts
in Nor th America: The Great Basin,
Mojave, Sonoran and Chihuahuan
deser ts. Over the coming weeks and
months, the photographs can be
discovered during a traveling exhibition
tour, beginning with FIAC in Paris
before making its way to Dubai and
Tokyo before the end of the year.
The original photographs will be
sold during the exhibitions. The Defy
Extreme Deser t is available now at all
Zenith boutiques around the world as
well its online shop.

Z

enith exists to inspire
individuals to pursue their
dreams and make them come
true – against all odds. Since
its establishment in 1865, Zenith
became the first watch manufacture
in the modern sense of the term,
and its watches have accompanied
extraordinary figures that dreamt big
and strived to achieve the impossible
– from Louis Blériot’s history-making
flight across the English Channel to
Felix Baumgar tner’s record-set ting
stratospheric free-fall jump. Zenith
is also highlighting visionary and
trailblazing women – past and present
– by celebrating their accomplishments
and creating in 2020 its first-ever
collection dedicated entirely to them,
Defy Midnight.

With innovation as its guiding star,
Zenith features exceptional inhouse developed and manufactured
movements in all its watches. Since the
creation of the El Primero in 1969, the
world’s first automatic chronograph
calibre, Zenith has gone on to master
fractions of the second with the
Chronomaster Spor t and its 1/10th of a
second precision and the Defy 21 with a
precision of 1/100th of a second. Zenith
has been shaping the future of Swiss
watchmaking since 1865, accompanying
those who dare to challenge themselves
and break barriers. The time to reach
your star is now.

DEFY EXTREME DESERT EDITION
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KEY POINTS
PUSHERS PROTECTORS & BEZEL MADE OF FALCON’S EYE GEMSTONE.
STRONGER, BOLDER AND MORE POWERFUL DESIGN.
1/100TH OF A SECOND CHRONOGRAPH MOVEMENT.
EXCLUSIVE DYNAMIC SIGNATURE OF ONE ROTATION PER SECOND
FOR THE CHRONO HAND.
1 ESCAPEMENT FOR THE WATCH (36,000 VPH - 5 HZ).
1 ESCAPEMENT FOR THE CHRONOGRAPH (360,000 VPH - 50HZ).
CERTIFIED CHRONOMETER. NEW INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP SYSTEM.
2 STRAPS INCLUDED : 1 RUBBER WITH FOLDING BUCKLE & 1 VELCRO.
SAPPHIRE DIAL. SCREWED-IN CROWN. LIMITED EDITION OF 50 PIECES.
MOVEMENT
EL PRIMERO 9004 AUTOMATIC
FREQUENCY
36,000 VPH (5 HZ)
POWER RESERVE
MIN. 50 HOURS
FUNCTIONS
HOURS AND MINUTES IN THE CENTRE.
SMALL SECONDS AT 9 O’CLOCK.
1/100TH OF A SECOND CHRONOGRAPH: CENTRAL CHRONOGRAPH HAND
THAT MAKES ONE TURN EACH SECOND.
30-MINUTE COUNTER AT 3 O’CLOCK, 60-SECOND COUNTER AT 6 O’CLOCK.
CHRONOGRAPH POWER-RESERVE INDICATION AT 12 O’CLOCK.
FINISHES
BLACK COLORED MAIN PLATE ON MOVEMENT + SPECIAL BLACK COLORED.
OSCILLATING WEIGHT WITH SATINED FINISHINGS.
PRICE
21 900 CHF
MATERIAL
BRUSHED TITANIUM & FALCON’S EYE GEMSTONE
WATER-RESISTANCE
20 ATM
DIAMETER
45 MM
THICKNESS
15.40 MM
DIAL
TINTED SAPPHIRE WITH THREE BEIGE-COLOURED COUNTERS.
HOUR MARKERS
RHODIUM-PLATED, FACETED AND COATED WITH BEIGE SUPERLUMINOVA.
HANDS
RHODIUM-PLATED, FACETED AND COATED WITH BEIGE SUPERLUMINOVA.
BRACELET & BUCKLE
TITANIUM TRIPLE FOLDING CLASP AND MICROBLASTED TITANIUM BRACELET.
ALSO COMES WITH A BEIGE RUBBER STRAP AND A BLACK VELCRO® STRAP.

